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Abstract 
The performance of diagnostic tests crucially depends on the 
disease prevalence, test sensitivity, and test specificity. However, 
these quantities are often not well known when tests are performed 
outside defined routine lab procedures which make the rating of the 
test results somewhat problematic. A current example is the 
mass testing taking place within the context of the world-wide SARS-
CoV-2 crisis. Here, for the first time in history, laboratory test 
results have a dramatic impact on political decisions. Therefore, 
transparent, comprehensible, and reliable data is mandatory. It is in 
the nature of wet lab tests that their quality and outcome are 
influenced by multiple factors reducing their performance by handling 
procedures, underlying test protocols, and analytical reagents. These 
limitations in sensitivity and specificity have to be taken into 
account when calculating the real test results. As a resolution method, 
we have developed a Bayesian calculator, the Bayes Lines Tool (BLT), 
for analyzing disease prevalence, test sensitivity, test specificity, and, 
therefore, true positive, false positive, true negative, and false 
negative numbers from official test outcome reports. The calculator 
performs a simple SQL (Structured Query Language) query and can 
easily be implemented on any system supporting SQL. We provide an 
example of influenza test results from California, USA, as well 
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as two examples of SARS-CoV-2 test results from official government 
reports from The Netherlands and Germany-Bavaria, to illustrate the 
possible parameter space of prevalence, sensitivity, and specificity 
consistent with the observed data. Finally, we discuss this tool’s 
multiple applications, including its putative importance for informing 
policy decisions.
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1. Introduction
In December 2019, a cluster of patients with pneumonia of unknown origin was associated with the emergence of a novel
beta-coronavirus,1 first named 2019-nCoV2 and later specified as severe acute respiratory syndrome-coronavirus-2
(SARS-CoV-2).3 This outbreak led to the rapid development of reverse transcriptase - quantitative polymerase chain
reaction (RT-qPCR) tests to identify SARS-CoV-2 RNA in specimens obtained from patients.2,4

After sporadic SARS-CoV-2 positive cases in January5,6 to the end of February 2020worldwide cases of the SARS-CoV-
2-associated disease ‘COVID-19’ began to accumulate, causing policymakers in many countries to introduce counter-
measures. These non-pharmaceutical interventions predominantly started worldwide aroundMarch 2020 while the virus
was characterized as a pandemic on 11March, 2020.6,7 As a result, for almost two years now, large parts of the world are
in a COVID-19 crisis-mode with daily reporting of SARS-CoV-2 cases in dashboards worldwide.8 The definition of
‘cases’ and ‘prevalence estimates’ was based on RT-qPCR testing, independent of the clinical diagnosis. Thereby, a
person is considered a case (i.e., infected), once a test turns out positive.9

Like all laboratory tests, however, the SARS-CoV-2 RT-qPCR tests are not flawless. This is because sensitivity and
specificity depend on a multiplicity of confounding factors. These factors cover the test design, the lab application, and
possible contaminations with substances/nucleic acids interfering with the reaction.10,11 Consequently, both false-negative
and false-positive results have been reported.12,13Nevertheless, the test system’s limitations are rarely discussed in scientific
publications and public health systems despite their crucial role for making inferences about the possible infection status of
a tested person.14 Many more or less defined commercial and laboratory ‘in house’ tests are now routinely being used,15

often without standardised guidelines, which leads to entirely unknown test performance specifications.16 The few studies
aiming to estimate sensitivity and specificity of SARS-CoV-2 RT-qPCR tests have reported sensitivities and specificities in
the ranges ≳30% and ≳80%, respectively - therefore, the communicated data seldom can offer precise distinctions.14

Given the critical role that dashboards and graphs based on SARS-CoV-2 test results play for policymakers, health
professionals, and the general public,8 our objective was to develop a Bayesian calculator that could calculate test
quantities and prevalence solely based on officially reported numbers of total and positive tests, i.e., withoutmaking any a
priori assumptions. In this way, time trend estimates and country-to-country comparisons of these test performance
measures as well as disease prevalence estimates become possible, producing in-depth insights, making projections/
simulations possible, and providing a more holistic understanding of the daily incoming data in general.

2. Methods
2.1 General description of the calculator
The Bayes Lines Tool (BLT) calculator is based on Bayes’ theorem and estimates the true and false positive, and true and
false negative numbers at a given time point for which the total number of tests performed and the number of positive test
results is known. These data are usually reported and published by official government bodies daily and/or weekly. Thus,
the model uses the following information:

• Publishing date or report identifier of the test data

• Number of performed tests (#tests)

• Number of reported positive results (#positives)

The model takes this information as a given fact and uses it to make inferences about the test performance parameters
(sensitivity and specificity) as well as the prevalence (also known as the base rate) - these inferences are essential for
estimating the number of true positives (TP), false positives (FP), true negatives (TN) and false negatives (FN). It is
assumed that there is no knowledge of either the prevalence or the sensitivity and specificity of the tests used. Instead, the
model explores all possible combinations of two of these three parameters within reasonable ranges specified by the user;
for each of these combinations, the third parameter can then be calculated using the dependencies through Bayes’
theorem. Finally, all parameter combinations that result in TP+FP estimates consistent with the known number of positive
tests are selected and stored as confusion matrices.

REVISED Amendments from Version 2

The new version includes some further explanations about the usage of the BLT calculator and how results should be
interpreted.

Any further responses from the reviewers can be found at the end of the article
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Asingle confusionmatrix contains TP, FP, TN, and FN in absolute numbers (Table 1). For a given prevalence, sensitivity,
and specificity these are derived from Bayes’ theorem:

P IjTð Þ¼P TjIð Þ�P Ið Þ
P Tð Þ (1)

Here, T denotes the hypothesis that a test comes out positive (¬T its denial) and I the hypothesis that an individual is
infected, so that P Ið Þ is the prevalence and P TjIð Þ is the test sensitivity. P Tð Þ is the marginal probability of a positive test,
which we estimate as the frequency of positive test results, whereas P IjTð Þ is the probability of being infected given that
the test came out positive. With the normalizing constant P Tð Þ estimated as P Tð Þ¼ #positives

#tests and P IjTð Þ estimated as the
proportion of infected individuals among those in which the test came out positive, equation (1) becomes:

TP¼P IjTð Þ�#positives¼ sensitivity�prevalence�#tests (2)

Equation (2) thus shows that the number of TPs depends on the prevalence, test sensitivity and total number of tests
performed. Using P ¬T j¬Ið Þ=specificity and #negatives = #tests�#positives, an analogous derivation leads to

TN¼P ¬Ij¬Tð Þ�#negatives¼ specificity� 1�prevalenceð Þ�#tests (3)

From Equations (2) and (3), FP and FN follow as

FP¼ #positives�TP (4)

FN¼ #tests�#positives�TN (5)
2.2 Implementation
For the implementation presented here, the two parameters which varied are as follows:

• Sensitivity from 0.005 to 1 with 0.005 increments.

• Specificity from 0.005 to 1 with 0.005 increments.

For a given sensitivity and specificity as well as number of tests and positives, the prevalence can then be computed as

prevalence¼
#positives
#tests þ specificity�1

� �

sensitivityþ specificty�1
(6)

Hereby, calculations for combinations of sensitivity and specificity that add to ≤1 are omitted, and cases in which
prevalence turns out negative or larger than 1 are discounted as unphysical.

We developed an SQL query that generates all possible Bayesian confusionmatrices for a series of diagnostic test results,
without making assumptions about prevalence, sensitivity, or specificity.

The code in PostgreSQL is given as follows (Code 1):

with tests as (
select

:reg :: text as region_name,
:rid :: text as report_id,

Table 1. A confusion matrix for a SARS-CoV-2 test containing absolute numbers of true (TP) and false (FP)
positives and true (TN) and false (FN) negatives derived from equations (2)-(5).

Actual infection status Test result positive Test result negative

INFECTED TP FN

NOT INFECTED FP TN
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:tst :: float as tests,
:pos :: float as positives

),

permutations as (

select
sens :: float as sensitivity,
spec :: float as specificity

from
generate_series(0.005, 1.000, 0.005) as sens,
generate_series(0.005, 1.000, 0.005) as spec

),

prevalences as (
select

(positives/tests + specificity - 1) :: float/
(sensitivity + specificity - 1) :: float as prevalence,

*
from

permutations,
tests

where
sensitivity + specificity > 1

),

matrices as (
select

(tests * prevalence * sensitivity) :: float as true_positives,
(tests * (1 - prevalence) * specificity) :: float as true_negatives,
*

from
prevalences

where
prevalence between 0 and 1

),

results as (
select

positives - true_positives as false_positives,
(tests - positives) - true_negatives as false_negatives,
*

from
matrices

)

select
region_name,
report_id,
(tests) :: int as tests_performed,
(positives) :: int as positives_reported,
(tests * prevalence) :: int as has_disease,
(tests * (1 - prevalence)) :: int as hasnot_disease,
(true_positives) :: int as true_positives,
(false_positives) :: int as false_positives,
(true_negatives) :: int as true_negatives,
(false_negatives) :: int as false_negatives,
sensitivity :: numeric(4,3),
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specificity :: numeric(4,3),
prevalence :: numeric(4,3)

from
results

where
(false_positives + true_positives) :: int = positives :: int

Given the test results published in the databases and given all generated permutations and consequently all possible
confusionmatrices, only those are returned that match the positive test results.With only the resulting confusionmatrices
for which TP+FP match the positives reported in the input data, we are able to identify patterns that provide additional
insights for further investigation.

In order to produce confusion matrices for a series of reports, such as daily test result numbers, several approaches are
possible. In this manuscript we describe a practical application for using a Batch/Script approach. The Script is used on
Apple OSX, the example below using COVID-19 data from the Netherlands (Code 2):

psql -h localhost -d postgres -U postgres -A --set=rid=\'20200601\' --set=reg=
\'Netherlands_GGD\' --set=tst=1552--set=pos=73 -f BLTV3.sql >> Netherlands_GGD.
txt
psql -t -h localhost -d postgres -U postgres -A --set=rid=\'20200602\' --set=reg=
\'Netherlands_GGD\' --set=tst=6819 --set=pos=203 -f BLTV3.sql >> Netherlands_GGD.
txt
psql -t -h localhost -d postgres -U postgres -A --set=rid=\'20200603\' --set=reg=
\'Netherlands_GGD\' --set=tst=8867 --set=pos=165 -f BLTV3.sql &gt;&gt; Nether-
lands_GGD.txt
psql -t -h localhost -d postgres -U postgres -A --set=rid=\'20200604\' --set=reg=
\'Netherlands_GGD\' --set=tst=9339 --set=pos=171 -f BLTV3.sql &gt;&gt; Nether-
lands_GGD.txt
psql -t -h localhost -d postgres -U postgres -A --set=rid=\'20200605\' --set=reg=
\'Netherlands_GGD\' --set=tst=9464 --set=pos=135 -f BLTV3.sql &gt;&gt; Nether-
lands_GGD.txt
psql -t -h localhost -d postgres -U postgres -A --set=rid=\'20200606\' --set=reg=
\'Netherlands_GGD\' --set=tst=7843 --set=pos=125 -f BLTV3.sql >> Netherlands_GGD.
txt
psql -t -h localhost -d postgres -U postgres -A --set=rid=\'20210224\' --set=reg=
\'Netherlands_GGD\' --set=tst=52551 --set=pos=4374 -f BLTV3.sql >> Nether-
lands_GGD.txt

2.3 Data
For the examples demonstrated in the Results section below, we extracted test data from:

- A hypothetical scenario used for assessing the performance of BLT and demonstrating the so-called spectrum
effect17,18

- Influenza data for the Californian BayArea obtained from the California OpenData Portal at: https://data.ca.gov/
dataset/influenza-surveillance/resource/d2207905-14eb-4264-9a02-8b6ac15ddc39?inner_span=True

- The Netherlands/Dutch Corona Dashboard database, used as examples for a daily report and a time trend analysis:
https://coronadashboard.rijksoverheid.nl/landelijk/positief-geteste-mensen

- The German LGL Bayern database, derived from RKI (Robert Koch Institute) data: https://www.lgl.bayern.de/
gesundheit/infektionsschutz/infektionskrankheiten_a_z/coronavirus/karte_coronavirus/

3. Results
In the following section examples are provided that demonstrate the application of our calculator for the data referenced in
Section 2.3.
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3.1 A hypothetical scenario
Consider the following hypothetical scenarios displayed in Table 2 that we used for a general check of BLT’s
performance. In scenarios 1 and 2, we consider a disease which has a prevalence of 20% in two different subpopulations
(e.g. young and old people, respectively). The prevalence was chosen for illustrative purposes only; in most real-world
situations, much lower disease prevalence values would be encountered. Each subpopulation has its own test charac-
teristics: In subpopulation 1, test sensitivity is 95% and specificity 75%, while in subpopulation 2, sensitivity is 75%
and specificity 95%. Consider that 10,000 tests have been performed in the total population. In scenario 1, the total
population consists of an equal mix of both subpopulations, while in scenario 2 the total population consists of 75%
subpopulation 1. The different mixture of subpopulations leads to a different number of positive test results, and hence a
different input for BLT. The overall test performance measures (sensitivity and specificity) are a weighted average
between the subpopulation test performance measures. This is called the spectrum effect.17

Now consider a different scenario, in which the total population is a mix between two subpopulations with different
susceptibility towards the disease, and hence different prevalence, but the test performs equally well in both subpopulations.
In scenario 3, each subpopulation contributes 50% to the overall population, while in scenario 4, the less susceptible
population contributes 80%(8,000 tests).Now the overall prevalence is theweighted average of the subpopulation prevalence
values, and overall test sensitivity and specificity are equal to those of the subpopulations.

Figure 1 displays all solutions that BLT delivers for scenarios 1-4, with the known solutions of the overall and
subpopulations highlighted. It is visible that the spectrum effect observed in Table 2 is also visible in Figure 1, as it
translates into the percentages of TPs, TNs, FPs and FNs. What is critical is the fact that BLT, which only works with the
total number of tests and positives obtained, would not be able to distinguish between scenarios 1, 3 and 4. All three are
compatible with the output set of confusionmatrices. One should thus keep inmind for the interpretation of BLT’s output
that the solution corresponding to reality is determined by the mix of subpopulations being tested, which in turn might
have their own specific subpopulation prevalence, sensitivity and specificity values. In other words, one should be aware
of the spectrum effect.17,18 If possible, one should thus use knowledge about prevalence and test performancemeasures to
filter out the confusion matrices consistent with what is known about “the reality”.

3.2 California/USA (diagnostic Influenza-testing)
Figure 2 shows the results of applying BLT to weekly influenza test data from the Californian Bay Area, USA. The upper
panel displays the number of positive tests reported over time, where the estimated number of TPs is overlaid in small dots
(confusion matrices) whose color represents the estimated prevalence (see legend on the right of Figure 2). Filters

Table 2. A hypothetical testing scenario.

Estimation TP TN FP FN Prevalence [%] Sensitivity [%] Specificity [%]

Scenario 1: Balanced distribution of population 1 and 2

Overall 1700 6800 1200 300 20 85 85

Population 1 950 3000 1000 50 20 95 75

Population 2 750 3800 200 250 20 75 95

Scenario 2: Unbalanced distribution of populations: 75% population 1

Overall 1800 6400 1600 200 20 90 80

Population 1 1425 4500 1500 75 20 95 75

Population 2 375 1900 100 125 20 75 95

Scenario 3: Balanced distribution of populations with different prevalence

Overall 2410 7075 490 25 24.35 99.0 93.5

Susceptible 1900 2880 200 20 38.4 99.0 93.5

Less susceptible 510 4195 290 5 10.3 99.0 93.5

Scenario 4: Unbalanced distribution of populations with different prevalence

Overall 2117 7046 783 54 21.7 97.5 90.0

Susceptible 780 1080 120 20 40.0 97.5 90.0

Less susceptible 1337 5966 663 34 17.1 97.5 90.0

Total number of tests is 10,000 in all scenarios. Note that in scenarios 1, 3 and 4, the total number of positives is 2900. TP: True positive
number; TN: True negative number; FP: False positive number; FN: False negative number.
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Figure 1. Results of running BLT on the four scenarios given in Table 2. The correct solutions corresponding to
the overall and subpopulations of these scenarios are highlighted as large colored points, while all other solutions
compatible with the number of tests and positives are shown in grey. For scenario 3, no exact match of prevalence,
sensitivity and specificity to the TP and FP numbers could be obtained with the step sizes used in Code 1, so that we
display the closest matches. %TP, %TN, %FP, %FN: Percentages of TP, TN, FP and FN numbers relative to the total
number of tests performed.

Figure 2. Report ID day vs. positives reported and true positives (upper panel) or positive predictive value
(lower panel) for USA-CA-BayArea influenza test data. Upper panel: Color shows details about Prevalence. The
view is filtered on specificity and sensitivity. The specificity filter ranges from 95.0% to 100.0%. The sensitivity filter
ranges from 80.0% to 100.0%.
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have been applied on specificity (95.0% - 100.0%) and sensitivity (80.0% - 100.0%). One could see that the number of TP
tests is close to number of positives reported, except for some deviations during the spring and summer months when
prevalence was estimated correctly as low.

The lower panel shows the positive predictive value (PPV), for each confusion matrix, defined as PPV¼ TP
TPþFP, which

confirms a high accuracy of the tests: The median PPV of all confusion matrices over time was almost 90%.

3.3 The Netherlands (diagnostic COVID-19 testing)
269 daily reports were downloaded from the Dutch government Corona dashboard and processed with the SQL-query.
This resulted in 809,830 confusionmatricesmatching the daily reports from June 1st, 2020 until Feb 24th, 2021. The upper
panel of Figure 3 plots the median PPV, with the corresponding number of performed and positive tests plotted in the
lower panel. Note that the left and right y-axes in the lower panel are on different scales.

It can be observed that in contrast to the influenza example (Figure 2), the PPVs are now much lower, with a median
average around 50%. For this estimation, no filters were applied on sensitivity, specificity or prevalence. When a
posteriori knowledge is available about the diagnostic tests and/or the circumstances in which they were performed,
different scenarios can be applied to the output. This is exemplarily visualized in Figure 4, in which some reasonable
filters for a SARS-CoV-2 testing environment have been applied. Notice how the PPV started to increase sharply from a
median around 50% before mid-September 2020 to 80-90% during the fall and winter.

Finally, Figure 5 shows the negative predictive value (NPV) for the Netherlands data with similar filters as in Figure 4,
except for choosing a less optimistic sensitivity range of 60-80%, which is consistent with some clinical data. It can be
noticed that NPV remains relatively high throughout the entire time range. Median NPV over time does not drop below
90%, even after reducing the range for sensitivity to as low as 60-80%.We also tested the impact of this lower sensitivity
range on the PPV, but could not detect any visible impact, consistent with the finding that low-specificity tests cannot
distinguish between the hypotheses that a positively tested individual is infected with SARS-CoV-2 or not regardless of
sensitivity.14

Figure 3. TheNetherlands - June 1 2020-Feb 24 2021, weeklymedian positive predictive value (upper panel), in
comparison with tests performed and positive tests (lower panel). No filters on prevalence, specificity or
sensitivity were applied here.
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3.4 Germany - Bavaria (diagnostic COVID-19 testing)
Figure 6 shows the output of BLT applied to weekly SARS-CoV-2 testing data from Bavaria in Germany. The thick grey
line displays the number of positive tests reported over time, while the colored batches show the solutions of BLT for the
TP numbers according to prevalence. Note that in low prevalence scenarios, the TPs do usually not come close to the

Figure 5. Same as Figure 4, but now plotting NPV and changing the range for sensitivity to 60-80%.

Figure 4. Same as Figure 3, but nowwith filters applied. The example above shows the 40,200 possible confusion
matrices that fit the given report, for 90.0%≤ sensitivity≤ 99.9%and 95.0%≤ specificity≤ 99.5%and 0≤prevalence≤
20%.
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reported number of positives. At the end of the summer, the prevalence values compatible with the official test reports
suggested low prevalence, but also a discrepancy between the number of positive tests and TPs, suggesting a large
number of FPs.

4. Discussion
The developed Bayesian calculator tool allows the estimation of possible values for the essential variables’ prevalence,
sensitivity, and specificity for a specific period of time (e.g., daily or weekly, depending on the input data the user
supplies). The solutions provided by BLT are derived from Bayes’s theorem (Equation 1) under the assumption that
P Tð Þ¼ #positives

#tests and P IjTð Þ¼ TP
#positives. In cases of low total and positive test numbers, these assumptions might not hold

exactly, but BLT should nevertheless find close solutions to the actual test performance measures. As our applied
examples show, the strength of BLT lies in its application to mass testing scenarios such as those conducted during the
SARS-CoV-2 crisis.

TheBLTcalculations are unbiased in the sense that they use all possible and sensible combinations of prevalence, sensitivity,
and specificity, and let Bayes’ theorem decide which combinations match the actually observed data. The result for a given
matching combination of these three particular parameters is provided in the form of a confusion matrix which contains
the TP, TN, FP, and FN numbers. In the case where more than one combination is compatible with the given input data, the
user may start simulating different scenarios, e.g., by applying prior knowledge regarding the expected prevalence range on
a given date and test sensitivity and specificity estimates. This enables the user to further constrain the combinatorial
possibilities of the output variables. For example, if disease prevalence in our hypothetical examples given in Figure 1 would
have been known to range around 20%, lower and upper bounds for the TP, TN, FP, and FN percentages could be readily
obtained from this graph. Thus, one would learn that a positive test result should not be trusted with high probability, but a
negative test result would be very reliable. It is important to emphasize that there is no “wrong” output of the BLT calculator,
since the output logically follows from the laws of probability; it is the responsibility of the user to decide which output
possibilities best apply to the real situation under which the test had been performed.

Prevalence is a crucial factor for any inferences based on diagnostic tests, even though it is often not taken into account in
practice. This results in the so-called base-rate fallacy.19 Our calculator may result in several possible prevalence values
that are compatible with the observed data. In this case, knowledge about the population that has been tested should be

Figure 6. Bavaria, Germany - Weekly reports with positives reported and true positives calculated by BLT. For
the true positives, the color shows details about prevalence. The Specificity filter ranges from 75.0% to 100%. The
Sensitivity filter ranges from 30.0% to 100.0%. Reports range from week ending 26th February 2020 until week
ending 17th February 2021.
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used to constrain the possibilities. In 2020, for instance, prevalence-values in the range 12-15% were estimated for
German hotspot regions,20,21 while prevalence was zero in an asymptomatic German mother-and-child population tested
in April 2020.22 In an early COVID-19 related publication which compared RT-qPCR to chest computer tomography in
1014 COVID-19 patients from the Tongiji hospital in Wuhan, China, prevalence appeared to be very high: in total
830 patients were described to be confirmed or highly likely to have COVID-19, and of those 580 were diagnosed by
chest CT and RT-qPCR and another 250 byCT and clinical decision. These results suggest a prevalence of 81.9% in these
patients. A preprint publication23 aimed at estimating the sensitivity and specificity of the Chinese RT-qPCR tests by a
Bayesian model incorporating information from both chest CT and clinical decision classification. The author obtained
sensitivity of 0.707 (95%CI range: 0.668-0.749) and specificity of 0.851 (95%CI range: 0.774-0.941). Applying BLT to
these data and assuming that only the cases in which both chest CT and RT-qPCR came out positive (i.e., filtering on
580 TPs), our model reveals a sensitivity of 65.3% and specificity ranging from 83.1%-83.6%, not too different from the
estimates of the more complex analysis.23

During the SARS-CoV-2 crisis an unprecedented mass testing not only of symptomatic, but also asymptomatic cases
emerged as a strategy. One would expect the prevalence to be substantially higher in the former than in the latter
population. As our scenarios 3 and 4 from section 3.1 shows, if there is a mixture of two populations with very different
prevalence values, the resulting overall prevalence is a weighted average, provided that the sensitivity and specificity of
the tests is similar in both populations.

Our results display the known dependence of a test predictive value from the disease prevalence. For example, the
World Health Organization (WHO) stated “that disease prevalence alters the predictive value of test results; as disease
prevalence decreases, the risk of false positive increases”.24 This means that the probability that a person who has a
positive result (SARS-CoV-2 detected) is truly infected with SARS-CoV-2 decreases as prevalence decreases, irrespec-
tive of the claimed specificity of the test system.24 This statement may bemore accurately described as the number of TPs
decreasing relative to a constant FP rate so the ‘risk of false positives’ only increases relative to the TP numbers, but the FP
frequency is assumed to remain constant across a given number of tests. However, multiplemodes of errormay be in play.
We should not assume FPs are independent of contamination fromTP samples. There are higher risks of contamination in
rapidly growing laboratories. Contamination of samples in the low disease prevalence seasons (summer) will go
unnoticed as they do not produce a qPCR signal. Contamination prone methods may only become evident in the form
of elevated and perhaps falsely assumed TPs once the disease prevalence increases in the winter.

In light of the above WHO statement, the rationale for mass testing strategies implemented during periods of low
prevalence (e.g., summer) appears questionable. Furthermore, mass testing increases the risk of poor sample handling and
laboratory contamination which might partly explain the high FP numbers our calculator predicts. For example, Patrick
et al. argued that besides intrinsic test performance, amplicon contamination due to high throughput processing of
samples within a laboratory would be the best explanation for an increased rate of FP detections made during an outbreak
of the human coronavirus HCoV-OC43 in a Canadian facility.25

While much attention has been placed on population frequency of disease and its impact on false positives, it is critical to
understand the role of false negatives and the impact these can have on track and trace systems. The nasal swabs are
known to vary tremendously in RNaseP Ct values suggesting highly variable sampling or limited RNA stability in the
testing reagent chain.26Woloshin et al. demonstrate 27-40% FNswith nasopharyngeal and throat swabs respectively and
underscore the importance of understanding pre-test probabilities when interpreting qPCR results.27 These FN numbers
are probably not due to the PCR itself, but are related to handling issues and the above discussed problems, as well as the
time point within the course of infection that the sample is taken. In a meta-analysis of clinical data, Kucirka et al. found
that the probability of a FN test was 100% at day 1 of an infection with SARS-CoV-2 (prior to symptom onset), and then
decreased to 38% (95% credible interval 18-65%) at the day of symptom onset down to its minimum of 20% (12-30%)
three days after symptom onset, after which it rose again to 66% (54-77%) three weeks after the infection.28 Hence,
according to these numbers, even in infected individuals sensitivities below 30% are possible, a range that we excluded in
our analysis consistent with Klement and Bandyopadhyay.14 This points to additional problems when testing asymp-
tomatic individuals, because in case that they are truly infected, a high number of FNs is going to result.

With the script presented here, we can think of many variations when it comes to the range of sensitivity and specificity,
their step-sizes (granularity) and the ‘where’ clause as well as the strictness of matching TP+FP against the reported
positives. For example, one could also increment prevalence on a log-scale to account for the fact that prevalence inmany
settings of diseases is very low.14
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We are aware that choices made in these areas have a significant impact on the number of matching confusion matrices.
An impact/sensitivity analysis was not performed, although we suspect that such analysis might reveal additional
insights. However, we think that the amount of matching confusion matrices per result that the above query produces
delivers sufficient material to make useful observations.

Future research with different data-repositories, for instance ECDC/TESSy-data would be very beneficial to identify a
solid balance between precision (step-size in the permutations), number ofmatching confusionmatrices, and overall query
performance.

5. Conclusions
We have developed an easy-to-use Bayesian calculator (Bayes Lines Tool, BLT) to estimate prevalence, sensitivity,
and specificity, and therefore TP, TN, FP, and FN numbers, from official test outcome numbers. With typical reports -
especially as produced for SARS-CoV-2 tests - revealing just the number of positives and number of tests performed,
the BLT SQL implementation generates confusion matrices that fit within the boundaries of a typical simplified report,
based on permutations of sensitivity and specificity. Its implementation is thereby not limited to SQL but can be applied
on any platform of choice.

The ability to assess posterior probability independent of the circumstances in which diagnostic tests are performed,
reveals a wide spectrum of opportunities for new applications both for the scientific community as well as for health
professionals and policy makers around the globe. This is especially relevant for the mass testing taking place within the
containment strategies of worldwide governments against the SARS-CoV-2. The BLT SQL query for the first time
allows one to display a real estimation of the SARS-CoV-2 situation against the background of testing volume and quality
and thus will provide a valuable tool for decision makers to monitor the test strategy and the effect of interventional
procedures.

This tool will not only allow official institutions to survey the test situation and obtain a better basis for planning their
interventions, but also allows for individuals who got tested to use the confusion matrices as an aid for interpreting their
test results in view of the population they were tested in.

Data availability
Underlying data
All data underlying the results is linked in section 2.3 of the article. The hypothetical example is given in Table 2.
No additional source data is required.

Software availability
Zenodo:

Bayes Lines Tool (BLT) - A SQL-script for analyzing diagnostic test results with an application to SARS-CoV-2-testing,
http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4594210.29

Code is available under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license (CC-BY 4.0).

The SQL-code and an example implementation in Excel and a Tableau work-book file can be downloaded at https://
bayeslines.org/.
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professionals and policy makers, and even for individuals to interpret their own test results.  
 
As I am not familiar with SQL-code and would have no idea how to implement this calculator on 
my own computer, I thought that the authors partly provided "sufficient details of the code, 
methods (…) to allow replication of the software development". So I have not checked for mistakes 
in the code, or whether the calculator actually works. It would be really helpful if someone could 
do that. 
 
Technically speaking, the formulas and the explanations all seem to be in order. I have little to 
comment on that. However, there are a few semantics-issues that may be resolved, and the 
rationale of a separate calculator is not entirely clear to me. 
 
Some more specific comments:

Using the phrase 'Bayesian calculator', implies to me that Bayesian statistics have been 
used, and that the factors the authors mention in their abstract and introduction (sample 
handling, underlying test protocols etc.) have been taken into account to go from a prior 
belief about sensitivity/specificity/prevalence to a posterior (after accounting for other 
factors) belief. However, when reading the manuscript, it turns out that the BLT is nothing 
more than a huge number of permutations given a starting value of positive and negative 
results. It provides a range of possible true values, without providing an indication of how 
realistic all these possibilities are. Therefore, I think the authors are overselling a relatively 
simple calculator and that the new thing of this BLT is actually only the way the data are 
presented. I can do these calculations in Excel as well, but that would give me a headache to 
provide the right figures and graphs. So maybe the whole article should tone down the 
novelty a bit. 
 

1. 

In my previous comment I mentioned the lack of information about how realistic some 
predictions may be. Would it be possible to add this information? 
 

2. 

If I were a policy maker and I would get Figure 1 out of this program, how should I interpret 
the results and how should I implement the information in my policy making? I am missing 
the link with practice. Could the authors maybe provide some instructions about what the 
results mean and what their implications for practice maybe? 
 

3. 

I find abbreviations and acronyms confusing, although that may be a personal thing. For 
example, CM for confusion matrix is only one word less in the word count every time CM is 
being used. But using the full term is much more informative and easier to read. 
 

4. 

I am not sure whether the examples given (20% prevalence in the general population) are 
realistic. I think the true prevalence of SARS-CoV-2 infections has been much lower at any 
given point in time. 
 

5. 

The authors stated that: "Our results confirm the recent World Health Organization (WHO) 
statement “that disease prevalence alters the predictive value of test results; as disease 
prevalence decreases, the risk of false positive increases”." However, this is an inherent 
given for predictive values. It is in their calculation. So this statement follows from logic, 
while the way it was written here, it implies that the authors have proven this WHO 
statement to be correct. And it implies that this is a recent finding. Both are not true. So 

6. 
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please rephrase it. Maybe using language explaining that your findings follow the premise 
that prevalence alters the predictive value. 
 
I think it is a missed opportunity that the authors have not performed a sensitivity or impact 
analysis. Now it is just showing us how the SQL code works, but it does not provide us 
further insights into where results may go wrong, or when they become more or less 
reliable.

7. 

 
Is the rationale for developing the new software tool clearly explained?
Partly

Is the description of the software tool technically sound?
Yes

Are sufficient details of the code, methods and analysis (if applicable) provided to allow 
replication of the software development and its use by others?
Partly

Is sufficient information provided to allow interpretation of the expected output datasets 
and any results generated using the tool?
Partly

Are the conclusions about the tool and its performance adequately supported by the 
findings presented in the article?
Yes
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Yes
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Yes

Are sufficient details of the code, methods and analysis (if applicable) provided to allow 
replication of the software development and its use by others?
Yes

Is sufficient information provided to allow interpretation of the expected output datasets 
and any results generated using the tool?
Yes

Are the conclusions about the tool and its performance adequately supported by the 
findings presented in the article?
Yes
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The authors have done a great job and this article should be indexed after addressing the issues 
below:

Equation 6 has a typing mistake. 
 

○

The authors state on page that "These FN numbers are probably not due to the PCR itself, ○
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for which sensitivity is almost 100% (https://www.finddx.org/covid-19-old/ sarscov2-eval-
molecular/), but a matter of handling issues and the above-discussed problems." This is 
incorrect. The false negative rate of the PCR test is documented as a function of time (see 
ref 1),1 and is mostly related to low early virus shedding initially. The middle phase, when 
the test has the lowest false negative rate, is as the authors describe, but then the lack of 
virus particles as the patient recovers becomes the major factor. Laboratory-based 
validation of PCR testing, as cited by the authors, differs from the clinical FN as seen in the 
present study due to potential flaws in the entire sample collection, handling, and 
processing chain. It is important to consider the whole chain in evaluating error rates. This 
is perhaps the most important aspect of test errors, since FP results in some inconvenience 
and/or worry whilst FN provides a dangerous false sense of security. 
 
The analysis of Bavaria (figure 5) is roughly consistent with the numbers reported by 
Kucirka, but those of the Netherlands (figure 4) suggest a sensitivity range that is highly 
optimistic. The specificity on the other hand could be very good depending on the regional 
expertise. 
 

○

The authors need to address the difference between their data and what would be expected 
from Kucirka et al. 
 

○

The negative predictive value is very important for governments/regions to release healthy 
people with confidence. The 
authors should present this number as they have done for the positive predictive value.

○
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Yes

Competing Interests: No competing interests were disclosed.

Reviewer Expertise: Physics, data analysis, simulations, computer modelling, game theory, 
strategy.

I confirm that I have read this submission and believe that I have an appropriate level of 
expertise to confirm that it is of an acceptable scientific standard, however I have 
significant reservations, as outlined above.

Author Response 15 Jun 2021
Rainer Klement, Leopoldina Hospital Schweinfurt, Schweinfurt, Germany 

We thank Dr. Bentley for his time to evaluate our article and constructive comments that we 
think have led to further improvements. We hope that the revised version can now be 
approved. 
Below, we reply to each of Dr. Bentley’s points. The revisions to the text have been marked 
with track changes in MS Word. 
 

Equation 6 has a typing mistake.○

Answer: Thank you for pointing it out, we advised the F1000 team to correct it. 
 

The authors state on page that "These FN numbers are probably not due to the PCR 
itself, for which sensitivity is almost 100% (https://www.finddx.org/covid-19-old/ 
sarscov2-eval-molecular/), but a matter of handling issues and the above-discussed 
problems." This is incorrect. The false negative rate of the PCR test is documented as 
a function of time (see ref 1),1 and is mostly related to low early virus shedding 
initially. The middle phase, when the test has the lowest false negative rate, is as the 
authors describe, but then the lack of virus particles as the patient recovers becomes 
the major factor. Laboratory-based validation of PCR testing, as cited by the authors, 
differs from the clinical FN as seen in the present study due to potential flaws in the 
entire sample collection, handling, and processing chain. It is important to consider 
the whole chain in evaluating error rates. This is perhaps the most important aspect 
of test errors, since FP results in some inconvenience and/or worry whilst FN provides 
a dangerous false sense of security.

○

Answer:  Thank you for pointing out the time factor relative to the time of infection 
and the study by Kucirka et al. We have changed the text into the following: “These FN 
numbers are probably not due to the PCR itself, but are related to handling issues and 
the above discussed problems, as well as the time point within the course of infection 
that the sample is taken. In a meta-analysis of clinical data, Kucirka et al. found that 
the probability of a FN test was 100% at day 1 of an infection with SARS-CoV-2 (prior to 
symptom onset), and then decreased to 38% (95% credible interval 18-65%) at the day 
of symptom onset down to its minimum of 20% (12-30%) three days after symptom 
onset, after which it rose again to 66% (54-77%) three weeks after the infection. 
Hence, according to these numbers, even in infected individuals sensitivities below 
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30% are possible, a range that we excluded in our analysis consistent with Klement 
and Bandyopadhyay. This points to additional problems when testing asymptomatic 
individuals, because in case that they are truly infected, a high number of FNs is going 
to result.” 
We try to avoid judgements such as yours (“since FP results in some inconvenience 
and/or worry whilst FN provides a dangerous false sense of security“), which may 
invoke subjective arguments regarding “inconveniences". We acknowledge that this is 
the general perception about FN versus FP and will elaborate further on this, with 
your last comment / point. We appreciate that you point this out and will add an 
additional figure to prevent any suggestion of bias in the article.  
 

The analysis of Bavaria (figure 5) is roughly consistent with the numbers reported by 
Kucirka, but those of the Netherlands (figure 4) suggest a sensitivity range that is 
highly optimistic. The specificity on the other hand could be very good depending on 
the regional expertise.

○

Answer: When reducing sensitivity towards a less optimistic range of 60-80%, we see 
no visible impact on PPV in figure 4, probably because sensitivity has no significant 
influence on PPV. This is now described in words in Section 3.3. 
 

The authors need to address the difference between their data and what would be 
expected from Kucirka et al.

○

Answer: A brief discussion has been added, in line with the answer to your point 
above: “Hence, according to these numbers, even in infected individuals sensitivities 
below 30% are possible, a range that we excluded in our analysis consistent with 
Klement and Bandyopadhyay. This points to additional problems when testing 
asymptomatic individuals, because even if they are infected, the resulting FN 
numbers may provide a false sense of security.” 
 
 

The negative predictive value is very important for governments/regions to release 
healthy people with confidence. The 
authors should present this number as they have done for the positive predictive 
value.

○

Answer: Thank you for pointing this out. We understand and agree that NPV should be 
presented as prominently as PPV and will do so by adding a new figure for the 
Netherlands, taking in consideration your remarks about the sensitivity range being 
set too optimistically. Notice how NPV remains relatively high throughout the entire 
time range. Median NPV over time does not drop below 90%, even after we reduce the 
range for sensitivity to as low as 60-80%.  
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